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I. INTRODUCTION
The linear complexity (LC) of a sequence has been used as a convenient measure
of the randomness of a sequence. However, the LC has such an instability as an
extreme change (increase or decrease) by one-symbol substitution [DI98], one-
symbol insertion [UI96], or one-symbol deletion [UI97].
The k-error LC (k-LC) of a periodic sequence was defined by Stamp and Martin
in [SM93] as the smallest LC that can be obtained when any k or fewer of the
symbols of the sequence are changed within one period. The k-LC is very effective
for reducing the instability of the LC caused by symbol substitutions. We must note
that the sphere complexity defined by Ding, Xiao, and Shan in their book [DXS91]
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is earlier than the k-LC and they are essentially the same (but not completely the
same). In this paper we will use the k-LC instead of the sphere complexity despite
the earlier introduction of the sphere complexity because of two reasons: First,
the use of the term ‘‘LC’’ is desirable to show that these complexities are natural
generalizations of the LC. Second, an efficient algorithm has been given only for the
k-LC of a binary sequence with period 2n. The k-LC and the sphere complexities
are not completely the same, since for an m-sequence over GF(q) with period
N=qn&1 the 1-LC equals the LC of an m-sequence, n, but the 1-shere complexity
equals N&n [DI98]. The k-LC gives a much more reasonable evaluation than the
conventional LC for the randomness of a keystream in stream ciphers. It is desirable
to find useful applications of the k-LC in the cryptanalysis of stream ciphers.
Unfortunately an effective algorithm for computing the k-LC has been known
only for sequences over GF(2) with period 2n (the StampMartin algorithm) [SM93].
The StampMartin algorithm uses the GamesChan algorithm [GC83] for computing
the LC of sequences over GF(2) with period 2n. An alternative derivation of the Stamp
Martin algorithm [SM93] was recently given by the authors [KUI96-2]. Our method
[KUI96-2] can compute not only the k-LC but also an error vector which gives
the k-LC.
Since the GamesChan algorithm was generalized to the sequences over GF( pm)
with period pn, p a prime, by Ding, Xiao, and Shan [DXS91] and also by the
authors [IM93], it seems to be possible to find a similar algorithm for the k-LC
of sequences over GF( pm) with period pn. Such a generalization was made by the
authors [KUI96] in the case of p=3 and m=1. This paper gives a complete
description of the algorithm for the k-LC of sequences over GF( pm) with period pn,
p a prime. It is shown that both of the logic of our algorithm and its description
are rather simple.
Blackburn [Bla94] gave an algorithm for the minimal polynomial of a periodic
sequence with period N0 pn, p a prime and gcd(N0 , p)=1, by jointly using the
discrete Fourier transform for sequences with period N0 and the GamesChan algo-
rithm for sequences with period pn. In this paper, however, we will not try to find
an algorithm for the k-LC of sequences with period N0 pn, although Blackburn’s
algorithm looks very promising to generalize our algorithm to the most general
case.
II. GENERALIZED GAMESCHAN ALGORITHM
In this paper we will consider sequences over GF(q) with period pn, n1, where
q= pm and p is a prime.
Let [ai]=[a0 , a1 , a2 , ...] be a sequence over GF(q) with period N= pn and the
first period of the sequence be denoted as
a(N)=(a (N)0 , a
(N)
1 , ..., a
(N)
N&1). (1)
We will write a(N) as
a(N)=(a(0) (N), ..., a( p&1)(N)), (2)
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where
a( j ) (N)=(a (N)jM , ..., a
(N)
( j+1) M&1), M=Np= p
n&1. (3)
The LC of [ai] over GF(q), denoted as LC([ai]), is defined as LC([ai])=L if
:
i0
aix&(i+1)=
a(x) (N)
xN&1
=
g(x)
(x&1)L
, (4)
where a(x) (N)=a (N)0 x
N&1+a (N)1 x
N&2+ } } } +a (N)N&1 and g(1){0 (note that x
pn&1
=(x&1) pn). If a(x) (N) has a zero of order Z=z0+z1 p+ } } } +zn&1 pn&1, (0zi
p&1), at x=1, then we have L=N&Z. The GamesChan algorithm determines
zn&1 , zn&2 , ..., z0 in the order by making repeated divisions of a polynomial with
degree at most pi+1&1 by (x&1) pi=x pi&1.
Generalized GamesChan Algorithm [DXS91, GC83, IM93].
(i) Initial values:
N= pM= pn, LC=0, a(N)= Eq. (1).
(ii) Repeat the following (0)t(2) until M=1.
(0) From a given pM-tuple over GF(q),
a( pM)=(a(0) ( pM), ..., a( p&1) ( pM)), (5)
compute the M-tuples over GF(q), b(u) (M) ’s, (u=0, ..., p&2), by
b(u)(M)=Fu(a(0) ( pM), ..., a( p&1) ( pM))
= :
p&u&1
j=0
cu, ja( j ) ( pM), (6)
where
Fu(x0 , ..., xp&1)= :
p&u&1
j=0
cu, j xj , cu, j=\ p& j&1u + . (7)
(1) Choose one of the following p cases.
Case 1:
b(0)(M)= } } } =b( p&2) (M)=0. (8)
Case w, (2wp&1):
b(0)(M)= } } } =b( p&w&1) (M)=0, b( p&w) (M){0. (9)
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Case p:
b(0) (M){0. (10)
(2) If Case w, (1wp) is chosen, then
a(M)  Fp&w(a(0) ( pM), ..., a( p&1) ( pM))
LC  LC+(w&1)M, M  Mp
and go to 0). Here we use Fp&1(x0 , ..., xp&1)=x0 .
(iii) Let a(1)=(a (1)0 ). If a
(1)
0 {0, then
LC  LC+1.
The final LC is equal to LC([ai]).
Note that Case w (1wp) corresponds to the case where (xM&1) p&w divides
a(x) ( pM) but (xM&1) p&w+1 does not. The formulas (6) and (7) are given in
[UIK97]. Note also that for a( pM){0 only one of the p cases, i.e., Case 1, ...,
Case p, occurs [UIK97].
III. ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING THE k-LC
The k-LC of a sequence [ai] over GF(q) with period N= pn is defined as
k-LC([ai])=min[LC([ai+ei]) | wH(e)k], (11)
where [ei] is an error sequence over GF(q) with period N and wH(e) is the Hamming
weight of the first N-tuple, e=(e0 , e1 , ..., eN&1), of [ei], i.e., the number of nonzero ej ’s.
We will call e an error vector. If we have no effective algorithm for computing the k-LC,
we must repeatedly apply the GamesChan algorithm at the worst case
:
k
i=0
(q&1) i \Ni + (12)
times to the sequences [ai+ei]’s with all the possible e’s having Hamming weight
k. However, (12) becomes very large even for moderate N and k.
In order to compute the k-LC of a in (1), we must try to force Case w to happen
for as small w as possible in step (ii) of the GamesChan algorithm under the
condition that the minimum number of changes in the original a(N) necessary and
sufficient for forcing Case w to happen is less than or equal to k. This logic is the
same as that used in the StampMartin algorithm [SM93]. This can be done
conveniently by introducing the following cost of a(M) and the costs of b(u) (M) ’s,
(0up&2).
In the following we will write
GF(q)=[:0=0, :1 , ..., :q&1] (13)
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and
b(u) (M)=(b (M)u, 0 , ..., b
(M)
u, M&1). (14)
First, the cost of a(M) is denoted as a q_M matrix,
AC(M)=[A(h, i)M], (0hq&1; 0iM&1), (15)
where A(h, i)M is the minimum number of changes in a(N) necessary and sufficient
for changing a (M)i to a
(M)
i +:h under the condition that forcing Case w to happen
is not altered. In the following discussion we will often use the notation A(:h , i)M
for A(h, i)M .
Second, the costs of b(u) (M) ’s (0up&2) are denoted as a ( p&1)_M matrix
BC(M)=[B(u, i)M], (0up&2; 0iM&1), (16)
where B(u, i)M is the minimum number of changes in a(N) necessary and sufficient
for making b (M)0, i = } } } =b
(M)
u, i =0. We will define the total cost of b(u)
(M) as
TB(u)M= :
M&1
i=0
B(u, i)M , (0up&2), (17)
which means the minimum number of changes in a(N) necessary and sufficient for
making b(0)(M)= } } } =b(u) (M)=0.
In step (ii) of the GamesChan algorithm we can force Case 1 to happen if
TB( p&2)Mk, Case w (2wp&1) to happen if TB( p&w&1)Mk<
TB( p&w)M , and Case p to happen if k<TB(0)M , respectively.
The following initial value, AC(N)=[A(h, i)N] (N= pn ; 0hq&1; 0i
N&1), is obvious from the definition
A(h, i)N={0,1,
if h=0,
if h{0.
(18)
We can compute BC(M) and AC(M) from AC( pM) in the following way for
M= pn&1, ..., p0 in the order.
BC(M)=[B(u, i)M] can be computed from AC( pM)=[A(h, i)pM] by
B(u, i)M=min { :
p&1
j=0
A(ej , i+ jM)pM } e # D(u, i)M= , (19)
where
e=(e0 , ..., ep&1) # [GF(q)] p
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and
D(u, i)M=[e | F j (e0 , ..., ep&1)+b (M)j, i =0 (0 ju)]. (20)
Note that D(u, i)M is the set of all the e’s which can make b (M)0, i = } } } =b
(M)
u, i =0.
The computation of AC(M) from AC( pM) depends on the case chosen at step
(ii). If we can force Case w (1wp) to happen, we must choose e=(e0 , ..., ep&1)
such that
Fp&w(a ( pM)i +e0 , ..., a
( pM)
i+( p&1)M+ep&1)
=Fp&w(a ( pM)i , ..., a
( pM)
i+( p&1)M)+Fp&w(e0 , ..., ep&1)
=a (M)i +Fp&w(e0 , ..., ep&1)
=a (M)i +:h (21)
and
Fj (a ( pM)i +e0 , ..., a
( pM)
i+( p&1)M+ep&1)=b
(M)
j, i +F j (e0 , ..., ep&1)=0 (22)
for 0 jp&w&1. Therefore we have
A(h, i)M=min { :
p&1
j=0
A(ej , i+ jM)pM } e # D (h, i)wM= , (23)
where
D (h, i)1M={e }F j (e0 , ..., ep&1)+b
(M)
j, i =0 (0 jp&2),
e0&:h=0, = (24)
D (h, i)wM={e }F j (e0 , ..., ep&1)+b
(M)
j, i =0 (0 jp&w&1),
Fp&w(e0 , ..., ep&1)&:h=0, = (25)
for 2wp&1, and
D (h, i) pM=[e | F0(e0 , ..., ep&1)&:h=0], (26)
respectively.
We will keep a record of the p-tuple
e(h, i)M=(e0 , ..., ep&1) # [GF(q)] p (27)
found at the computation of A(h, i)M in (23) in such a way as e=e(h, i)M gives
A(h, i)M in the right-hand side of (23). In general e(h, i)M is not unique. The record
of e(h, i)M ’s is a q_M matrix with p-tuple elements
E(M)=[e(h, i)M] (28)
and will be used for computing an error vector which gives the k-LC.
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Our algorithm for computing the k-LC of [ai] in (1) is written as follows.
Algorithm for Computing the k-LC.
(i) Initial values:
N= pM= pn, k-LC=0, a(N)=Eq. (1),
AC(N)=[A(h . i)N]=Eq. (18)
(ii) Repeat the following (0)t(2) until M=1.
(0) Compute BC(M) by (19)(20) and TB(0)M , ..., TB( p&2)M by (17).
(1) Choose
Case 1 if TB( p&2)Mk,
Case w (2wp&1), if TB( p&w&1)Mk<TB( p&w)M ,
and Case p if k<TB(0)M , respectively.
(2) If Case w (1wp) is chosen, then
a  Fp&w(a(0) ( pM), ..., a( p&1) ( pM)),
k-LC  k-LC+(w&1)M.
Compute AC(M) by (23)(26) and E(M) by (27)(28).
If M{1, then
M  Mp
and go to (0).
(iii) Let a(1)=(a (1)0 ) and AC(1)=[A(h, 0)1]. If A(&a
(1)
0 , 0)1>k, then
k-LC  k-LC+1.
The final k-LC is equal to k-LC([ai]).
The validity of our algorithm can be shown by using the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let
MTAC(M)= :
M&1
i=0
min[A(h, i)M | 0hq&1]. (29)
(a) MTAC( pM)TB(0)M } } } TB( p&2)M .
(b) If TB( p&2)Mk, then MTAC(M)=TB( p&2)M .
(c) If TB( p&w&1)Mk<TB( p&w)M , then MTAC(M)=TB( p&w&1)M .
(d) If k<TB(0)M , then MTAC(M)=MTAC( pM).
(e) 0=MTAC( pn)MTAC( pn&1) } } } MTAC( p0)k.
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Proof. (a) TB(u)MTB(u+1)M is obvious from (17) and (19)(20).
MTAC( pM)TB(0)M is also obvious, since
MTAC( pM)= :
M&1
i=0
:
p&1
j=0
min[A(h, i+ jM)pM | 0hq&1]
and
TB(0)M= :
M&1
i=0
min { :
p&1
j=0
A(ej , i+ jM)pM }F0(e0 , ..., ep&1)+b (M)0, i =0= .
(b) If TB( p&2)Mk, then we can force Case 1 to happen in step (ii). In this
case AC(M) is given by (21) and (22). We have MTAC(M)=TB( p&2)M , since
.
0hq&1
D (h, i)1M=D( p&2, i)M
from (20) and (22).
(c) In this case we can force Case w to happen in step (ii) and AC(M) is given
by (23) and (25). We have MTAC(M)=TB( p&w&1)M for the same reason as (b).
(d) The proof is the same as (b) and (c).
(e) From (a)(d) we have MTAC( pM)MTAC(M). MTAC( pn)=0 is
obvious from (18). From (b)(d) we have MTAC(M)k if MTAC( pM)k. K
Consider the cost matrix AC(1)=[A(h, 0)1] of a(1)=(a (1)0 ). Let
A(s, 0)1=min[A(h, 0)1 | 0hq&1]. (30)
We have A(s, 0)1k from (e) of Proposition 1. This means that we can change a (1)0
to a (1)0 +:s under the condition that the minimum number of changes in the original
a(N) necessary and sufficient for making this change is less than or equal to k. Therefore
the validity of our algorithm is shown.
IV. COMPUTATION OF AN ERROR VECTOR
After performing our algorithm for computing the k-LC of [ai], finding an error
vector
e=(e0 , ..., eN&1) (31)
which gives the k-LC is straightforward by tracing step (ii) in reverse order, i.e.
from M= p0 to M= pn&1.
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Computing an Error Vector.
(i) Initial values:
M=1, a(1)=(a (1)0 ), AC(1)=[A(h, 0)1],
A(s, 0)1=Eq.(30).
If A(&a (1)0 , 0)1k, then e(1)=e(&a
(1)
0 , 0)1 .
If A(&a (1)0 , 0)1>k, then e(1)=e(s, 0)1 .
(ii) Repeat the following computation of
e$( pM)=(e$0 , ..., e$pM&1)
from e(M)=(e0 , ..., eM&1) by using E( pM) until pM= pn&1.
If ei=(ei, 0 , ..., ei, p&1), then
e$i+ jM=e(ei, j , i+ jM)pM (0 jp&1; 0iM&1).
(iii) Let M= pn&1 and e(M)=(e0 , ..., eM&1). An error vector e in (29) can be
computed as
ei+ jM=ei, j (0iM&1; 0 jp&1)
if ei=(ei, 0 , ..., ei, p&1).
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Example 1. Let [ai] be a sequence over GF(3)=[:0=0, :1=1, :2=2] with
period 33=27 whose one period is
a=(020211010120111010220211010). (32)
We will compute the 3-LC (k=3) and an error vector. In order to compute an
error vector e, we will compute the matrices E(9), E(3), E(1) at each step in this
example.
Computation of the k-LC.
Initial values: a(27)=(020211010120111010220211010)
AC(27)=_
000000000000000000000000000
111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111&
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Step 1 (M=9): b(0) (9)=(000200000) b(1) (9)=(100200000)
BC(9)=_000100000200100000&
TB(0)9=1
TB(1)9=3
a(9)=(020211010) k-LC=0
AC(9)=_
200100000
233333333
233233333&
E(9)=_
(021)(000)(000)(010)(000)(000)(000)(000)(000)
(102)(111)(111)(121)(111)(111)(111)(111)(111)
(210)(222)(222)(202)(222)(222)(222)(222)(222)&
Step 2 (M=3): b(0) (3)=(211) b(1) (3)=(221) BC(9)=[ 333533]
TB(0)3
TB(1)3
=9
=11
a(3)=(211) k-LC=6
AC(3)=_
300
333
333& E(3)=_
(000)(000)(000)
(100)(001)(001)
(200)(002)(002)&
Step 3 (M=1): b(0) (1)=(1) b(1) (1)=(2) BC(1)=[ 33]
TB(0)1=3
TB(1)1=3
a(1)=(2) k-LC=6 AC(1)=_
9
9
3& E(1)=_
(011)
(122)
(200)&
Since a(1)=(2) and A(&2, 0)1=A(1, 0)1=9>k=3, therefore k-LC=6+1=7.
Finaly k-LC=7 (k=3).
Computation of an Error Vector.
Initial Value: s=2
Step 3 (M=1): e(1)=(200)
Step 2 (M=3): e(3)=((200)(000)(000))
Step 1 (M=9): e(9)=((210)(000)(000)(010)(000)(000)(000)(000)(000))
The error vector is e=(200000000100100000000000000).
Example 2. Let [ai] be a sequence over GF(32) with period 33=27. Let ; be
a primitive element of GF(32)=[:0=;*=0, :1=;0=1, :2=;1, ..., :8=;7]
defined as ;2=2;+1. In the following computations we will denote ;*, ;i as V, i,
respectively, for simplicity.
Let us write the first period of [ai] as
a=(012345670012345671012345672). (33)
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We will compute the 3-LC (k=3) and an error vector. In order to compute an error
vector e, we will compute the matrices E(9), E(3), E(1) at each step in this example.
Computation of the k-LC.
Initial values: a(27)=(012345670012345671012345672)
000000000000000000000000000
111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
AC(27)= 111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
Step 1 (M=9): b(0) (9)=(VVVVVVVV 4) b(1) (9)=(VVVVVVVV 6)
BC(9)=_000000001000000002&
TB(0)9=1
TB(1)9=2
a(9)=(012345670) k-LC=0
000000002
333333333
333333333
333333333
AC(9)= 333333333
333333333
333333332
333333332
333333333
(VVV) (VVV) (VVV) (VVV) (VVV) (VVV) (VVV) (VVV) (V 21)
(000) (000) (000) (000) (000) (000) (000) (000) (037)
(111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (111) (105)
(222) (222) (222) (222) (222) (222) (222) (222) (260)
E(9)= (333) (333) (333) (333) (333) (333) (333) (333) (314)
(444) (444) (444) (444) (444) (444) (444) (444) (456)
(555) (555) (555) (555) (555) (555) (555) (555) (57 V)
(666) (666) (666) (666) (666) (666) (666) (666) (6 V 3)
(777) (777) (777) (777) (777) (777) (777) (777) (742)
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(Step 2 (M=3): b(0)(3)=(456) b(1) (3)=(234) BC(9)=[ 333666]
TB(0)3
TB(1)3
=9
=18
a(3)=(456) k-LC=6
002 (VVV)(VVV)(VVV)
333 (VV 0)(VV 0)(VV 0)
333 (VV 1)(VV 1)(VV 1)
333 (VV 2)(VV 2)(VV 2)
AC(3)= 333 E(3)= (VV 3)(VV 3)(VV 3)
333 (VV 4)(VV 4)(VV 4)
332 (VV 5)(VV 5)(VV 5)
332 (VV 6)(VV 6)(VV 6)
333 (VV 7)(VV 7)(VV 7)
Step 3 (M=1): b(0) (1)=(0) b(1) (1)=(3) BC(1)=[ 35]
TB(0)1=3
TB(1)1=5
3 (VV 4)
6 (V 00)
6 (V 13)
6 (V 27)
a(1)=(3) k-LC=7 AC(1)= 6 E(1)= (V 31)
5 (V 4 V)
5 (V 56)
5 (V 65)
6 (V 72)
Since a(1)=(3)=(;3) and A(&;3, 0)1=A(;7, 0)1=A(8, 0)1=6>k=3, there-
fore k-LC=7+1=8. Finaly k-LC=8 (k=3). K
Computation of an Error Vector.
Initial value: s=2
Step 3 (M=1): e(1)=(VV 4)
Step 2 (M=3): e(3)=((VVV)(VVV)(VV 4))
Step 1 (M=9): e(9)=((VVV)(VVV)(VVV)(VVV)(VVV)(VVV)(VVV)(VVV)(456))
The error vector is e=(VVVVVVVV 4 VVVVVVVV 5 VVVVVVVV 6).
Although necessary computations are simple additions and comparisons, the
computational complexity increases rapidly in the case of large w or, equivalently,
large k-LC, because of the fact that from (25) the number of the possible e’s in
D (h, i)wM is equal to q
w&1.
The amount of memory necessary for performing the computation is the same,
independent of the value of the k-LC.
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VI. CONCLUSION
First, the StampMartin algorithm [SM93] for computing the k-LC of sequences
over GF(2) with period 2n is generalized for sequences over GF( pm) with period pn,
p a prime.
Second, our algorithm can compute not only the k-LC but also an error vector
which gives the k-LC. Computation of an error vector is important in applications
of the k-LC.
The generalized GamesChan algorithm used in our algorithm needs memory for
the entire period of the given sequence in computation, which may be a disadvan-
tage, compared with the BerlekampMassey algorithm when the period is very
large and the k-LC is small. However, for the computation of the k-LC the repeated
use of the BerlakampMassey algorithm is not effective.
Further generalization of the algorithm for most general sequences with period
N0 pn, gcd(N0 , p)=1, by using Blackburn’s algorithm [Bla94] is interesting.
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